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Abstract 
We consider large sparse linear systems Ax = b with complex symmetric oefficient 
matrices A = A T which arise, e.g., from the discretization of partial differential equations 
with complex coefficients. For the solution of such systems we present a new conjugate 
gradient-type iterative method, CSYM, which is based on unitary equivalence transfor- 
mations of A to symmetric tridiagonat form. An analysis of CSYM shows that its con- 
vergence depends on the singular values of A and that it has both, the minimal residual 
property and constant costs per iteration step. We compare the algorithm with other 
methods for solving large sparse complex symmetric systems. © 1999 Elsevier Science 
Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of  solving large sparse nonsingular systems of  l inear equations 
Ax=b withA cC  ~'', x, bEC"  (1) 
arises for example when part ial  differential equations that involve complex co- 
efficient functions or complex boundary  condit ions are discretized. Due to the 
high dimension and the sparsity of  the system iterative methods are appropr iate  
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for such problems, but typically the coefficient matrix A is non-Hermitian, such 
that the classical CG algorithm cannot be applied. Nevertheless in many exam- 
ples A still exhibits some structure: it is complex symmetric, i.e., 
A=A r ¢=¢, a~i=ayi foral l l<<.i , j<~n. 
The most common approaches for solving Eq. (1) are either to solve the nor- 
mal equation AnAx = AHb by the preconditioned CG algorithm or to trans- 
form (1) into a real system of dimension 2n, which can be solved by some 
CG-like method. While these two approaches can be used for any linear sys- 
tem, Freund [4] proposed a modified QMR method, a conjugate gradient-type 
method with quasi-minimal residuals based on the Lanczos recursion [7] that in 
fact exploits the special structure. 
In the method presented here we create a sequence of vectors ql, q2,.., by a 
three term recurrence relation, similar to the Lanczos method, such that for all 
k = 1,2,. . .  and Qk = [ql, q2,. . . ,  qk] we get 
- -  T AQk = QkTk + wk+le~, (2) 
where Tk is a k x k complex symmetric tridiagonal matrix, wk+l E C" and Qk de- 
notes the conjugate (element-wise) of the matrix Qk. The column vectors of Qk 
are computed as 
w~+~ (3) 
qk+ 1 V/~lk+l Wk+ 1 
yielding an orthonormal sequence q¿, qz,...,  i.e., Qk has orthonormal columns. 
Here the superscript n denotes the conjugate transpose, so we work with the 
standard scalar product in C". Since Wfk+lWk+~ = 0 only if wk+l = 0 there is in 
particular no danger of a serious-breakdown or a near serious-breakdown in 
the creation of this vector sequence. As approximations Xk to the desired solu- 
tion we choose the vectors which have minimal residuals over the subspace 
spanned by the columns of Q~. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the tridi- 
agonalization process which computes the vectors qy and the tridiagonal matrix 
Tk from (2) and we briefly discuss the procedure for determining the approxi- 
mations xk. The two methods are combined to the algorithm CSYM. 
In Section 3, our algorithm is analyzed and some theoretical statements are 
given. We will see that it is not a Krylov subspace method, but could be viewed 
in a certain way as an interlacing of implicit conjugate gradient methods for 
AnA with starting vector ~0, the conjugate of the first residual, and with starting 
vector AHro . 
The original complex symmetric problem can be reformulated as a real 
problem of twice the dimension in two different ways. At first sight CSYM 
may seem to be implicitly one of the Krylov subspace methods for these real 
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problems, which both are known to have very unfavorable spectral properties 
[4]. In Section 4, we show why CSYM is fundamentally different from these 
Krylov subspace methods. Also CSYM is theoretically and numerically com- 
pared with the modified QMR method of Freund and the CGNR, i.e. the con- 
jugate gradient method for the normal equations minimizing the residuals. 
Throughout the paper, all vectors and matrices are assumed to be complex, 
unless stated otherwise. The coefficient matrix A is always n × n, nonsingular 
and, unless stated otherwise, complex symmetric. M is the complex conjugate 
(element-wise) of M, Re M= (M+M)/2  is the real part and ImM = 
(M - M)/(2t) is the imaginary part of the matrix M. By [[xl] = x /~ we denote 
the Euclidean vector norm and 
j=O 
is the set of all complex polynomials of degree at most k. With ek we denote the 
kth canonical unit vector of the corresponding vector space. 
2. Tridiagonalizing and computing minimal residuals 
In this paper we base the method CSYM on a unitary transformation 
T = QTAQ of the complex symmetric A to complex symmetric tridiagonal form 
T. This is similar to the Lanczos procedure which for general matrices d E C "×~ 
computes from two arbitrarily chosen unit length vectors Vl and wl subsequent- 
ly vectors v2, v3 . . . .  and WE, w3,.., by three term recurrence relations. The vec- 
tors are such that for V = Iv1, v2,...,  v,,] and W = [wl, w2,... ,w,] we would 
achieve in general a transformation to tridiagonal form S = WTAV, where 
wTv is diagonal. If A is real symmetric or complex symmetric then it suffices 
to compute one vector sequence vl, v2, v3,..., and work and storage require- 
ments are reduced by one half. In this case S is real or complex symmetric, re- 
spectively. This is the basis of Freund's modified QMR method [4] for complex 
symmetric A, see Section 4. The crucial difference to the basis of CSYM is the 
fact that here we have Q~Q = I, i.e., a unitary instead of a complex orthogonal 
transformation with the matrix V, satisfying vTv  = 1. 
A unitary transformation T = QXAQ can always be achieved, which is easily 
seen by a construction using Householder reflections: Let 
['0 ° l  A,-i ' Ul = I -- ])IOIV H 
with 
~l aHDI 
DI - -  i [~ l [ t  ; Yl = a --Ilalle , "a = 1 + 
108 
If b~ = 0 we would set UI = I. Then 
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ill 01 with /~2 = Ilall > 0, ~ ~ C 
and repeating this process leads to 
. . .  v : .  A .  = 
=QT =:Q 
]~n- 1 
f12 
'~2 f13 
/~n-2 an-  I 
f in- l 
=:T 
Note that Q E C ''~ has orthonormal columns, the first column of Q being e~ 
and that T is complex symmetric. (Without loss of generality we have assumed 
here that all flk are nonzero. Otherwise we can split the problem into two smal- 
ler dimensional ones with the same structure.) Obviously the first column vec- 
tor el of Q can be replaced by any other unit vector with a preprocessing 
transformation by a suitable U0. We can rewrite the last equation as 
A -Q=(QT)H T=Q.T .  (4) 
It is easily shown that if we fix the first column vector of Q and the subdi- 
agonal elements to be r al positive then the transformation is uniquely deter- 
mined• 
By evaluating the last equation column-wise we get recursion formulas for 
the columns qk of Q and the ~k,/~k: Given q~ it is easily seen that 
oq = q~Aql ,  w2 := Aql - oq~-{ = [32~ 
::~ f12 = ]]W2U, q2 = W22/f12 
and for k ~> 2 with known ql . . . .  , qk, ~ , . . . ,  ~k-I,/~2,-.., ilk: 
T ~k = qkAqk, W~+l := Aqk -- 7kq'-k -- flkq~2S-1 = flk+lqk+l 
This results in the following algorithm: 
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Tridiagonalization of  the complex symmetric matrix A 
(1) Initialize 
-ChooseOCroCC ~ 
- Set w = ro, qo = 0 
(2) For k = 1,2, . . .  
fl, --Ilwll 
if flk = 0 STOP 
- qk  = w/[J, 
- ak = q[Aq, 
- w = Aq~ - ~;  - flkqk-I 
The following proposition, which can be proved by simple inductions, lists 
properties of the algorithm• 
Propos i t ion  1. Let 
QI = IqJ . . . .  ,qt] E C n'l , 
[ ~ /~2 T/ = " .  ",. ' . .  
- ~1 fi2 
& 
f ,  = 
C/J E 
f l / /  ' 
/ 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
C IM,I . 
fl/ 9~1 
fi/+l 
In exact arithmetic, the algorithm terminates after m <.n steps, i.e., 
flk ¢ O for  k = 1 , . . . ,m and flm+l = O. 
For l < m: AQI = Q--~ITI + [dl+l(q~.le T) = Q~+ITt. 
For j ,  k <. l <~ m: q~qk = 6ik, i.e. Qt has orthonormal columns; 
.for j <. l: [~i = qT Aqj_, = qY ,Aqj; 
fi)r k < j -  1 , j~  l: q~Aqk = qT Aq/ = O. 
We remark that this tridiagonalization can be derived as a special case of  the 
tridiagonalization proposed by Saunders et al. [10] for general non-Hermitian 
matrices: 
A.Q=P.T ,  
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where P, Q E C"'" are unitary matrices and T E C"'" tridiagonal. By choosing 
pJ = q-~, ql = ~/Nro l l  we get P = Q and T complex symmetric, i.e., the tridiag- 
onalization (4)• 
For solving Ax = b we choose a starting vector x0 C C" and construct ap- 
proximations from the vector space spanned by the columns of Qk: 
fo rk= 1,2 , . . . , :  xk = xo + Qkzk C xo + span{q l , . . . ,qk} .  
We choose zk C C k to minimize the norm of the corresponding residual vec- 
tor rk = b - Axk,  which by using the above properties of the tridiagonalization 
is 
rk = b -Axk  = b -Axo  -AQkzk  = ro -- Qk+lTkzk 
-- I1~o11~7- Qk+,~zk  = Qk+~(ltrollel - ~zk)  
Ilrkll = IIrol[el - :~zk 
since Qk+l has orthonormal columns. 
Consequently we choose zk as the solution of the least-squares-problem 
I 
Ilrkll : m in  IlroHe, - 
zEC k 
which is uniquely determined because /~j > 0 for j = 2 , . . . , k  + 1 and thus 
rank(~) = k. 
In order to get an efficient algorithm we solve the least-squares-problem by 
an updated QR-decomposition f Tk (following a standard approach, seee.g. [4] 
and the references therein): Let 
"TJ ~2 03 
°•.  
' '  ?~k 
7k 
0 
with unitary Vk 6 C k+l'k+l and 7~ # 0 (recall that rank(Rk) = rank(~) = k). Then 
by writing 
I with sk+ 2÷c +l=l Vk+l = ck+l sk+----S 1 
--Sk+l Ck+l 
we derive recursion formulas for ck, sk, 7k, r/h, Oh such that Vk+lTk+l = kk+~. 
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From this we get 
zk = Itrol lR~-~ with ~ = [~1,. . .  ,~k] T E C k 
and [~1,..., (k+l] a" = Vkel C C k+l, 
Pk = (qk - r/kPk-l - O~pk-2)/~k with [Pl,. . .  ,Pk] := OkR-k 1, 
xk = I l ro l l ( -1 )k - l s t  -- - sk -1 ,  
Xk = Xk-1 + ZkCkPk 
and thus an algorithm with constant costs per iteration step. 
We remark that explicit computat ion of  Ilrkll is not necessary since 
IIr~ll--Illtr011e~- ~z~ll 
= IIr01111el - f~R~'~l l  
= IIr01111v~- V~R~l~l l  
= Ilroll vk- [Rk]R ; '~  
[0]'t 
= Ilroll le\~vkl 
= [Iroll [S I , ' ' "  ,Ski 
I'Ck+l 
111 
Our iterative algorithm for approximating the solution of  the system Ax = b 
with A complex symmetric thus reads as follows: 
Algorithm CSYM 
(1) Initialize 
- Choose x0 E C n, ro = b - Axo, 
tol E R+ (tolerance for termination), 
maxiter (maximal number  of  iteration steps) 
- Set q0 = 0, ql = Y6/llroll, 
~1 = qTaqt, f l l  = O, 
c-1 =O,s - l - -O ,  co= 1, so=O,  
P- l  =P0 =0,  
~1 = IIr0fl 
(2) For  k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  maxiter 
-- ~]k : Ck-2Ck- l f lk  + Sk-lO~k 
- ok = s-~-2[~k 
-- ~)k = Ck-lO~k -- Ck-2Sk- l f lk  
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- w = Aqk - ~kq-k -- f lkqk-I 
= Ilwll 
- if flk+l = 0 STOP 
- qk+l = W/~k+l 
T 
- ~k+~ : qk+lAqk+l 
- if Yk # 0 
* C k = ~  
__  ~ ~+1 
* s~ - - ly~ 
- ~ 17,12 
else 
*Ok:0  
*sk= 1 
* G =/~k+l 
- pk = (qk - qkP~-~ -- OkPk-z ) /G  
-- X k = Xk_ 1 a t- "CkCkp k 
-- Tk+ 1 = --SkT k 
- if Ilrkll < toe STOP 
3. An analysis of CSYM 
In this section we analyze the given algorithm CSYM and show some theo- 
retical results. 
There are two ways in which the algorithm can stop. Either flk+l = 0 and this 
is equivalent to A- Jb  E Xo + span{ql,... ,qk}, i.e., we found the solution in a k- 
dimensional subspace of C', or t[rk[I < tol (the user-defined tolerance), i.e., xk is 
a sufficiently exact approximation of A- lb ,  where the quality depends on tol 
and the condition number of A. 
Proposition 2 gives a representation f the subspace Kk := span{ql,.. . ,  qk}. 
Proposit ion 2 
{ span{~o,Aro,AAFo,..., (AA) (k-2)/2 Aro} fo rk  even 
Kk 
span{~,Aro,AAFo,.., (AA) I~-1)/2 Fo} fo r  k odd 
With Ix] we denote the largest integer less or equal to x. This space is not a 
Krylov subspace of the usual kind KIn(B, v) = {p(B)v [p  E I Im-1} because two 
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polynomials according to the two vectors N and Ar0 are involved. We avoided 
the use of the indefinite bilinear form (x ,y )  = Sx  for the price of having com- 
plex conjugates involved, thus resulting in a more complicated subspace. 
By using the standard inner product not only breakdowns resulting form the 
occurrence of isotropic vectors are avoided, but we get a tridiagonalization 
with an orthonormal matrix Q from which we derive a minimal residual prop- 
erty of CSYM. 
Proposition 3 
Ilrkll = minz~e ~ IIIrolle, - ~z  = mi l l  Qk+~(l l rol le~- ~z)  
= minllro - AQkzl[ = min lib- Axll. 
z~C k rCx0 +Kk 
Note that CSYM is an algorithm with constant costs per iteration step and 
the minimal residual property. Faber and Manteuffel proved (see [3]) that CG- 
like Krylov subspace methods atisfying these two properties exist only for the 
very special class of matrices: 
A = exp(t0)(T+aI~), T=T H, OE• ,  aEC.  
For the class of shifted unitary matrices an optimal Krylov subspace method 
using coupled recursions was described in [6]. This is another way to generalize 
the CG method. 
While in the analysis of CG-like algorithms the spectrum of A plays an im- 
portant role, in our case the singular values take over this part. The special 
structure of complex symmetry leads to a special singular value decomposition 
of A, called Takagi SVD (see e.g. [5], Corollary 4.4.4, pp. 204/205, see also [1]): 
There exists V E C ~'~ unitary such that 
A = VZV x, 
where 2; = diag(at, . . . ,  a,), aJ/> 0. By inserting this into the representation 
rk = ro - p, (A-A)AFo - p2(AA)AAro 
for some polynomials p~ E M[(k_l)/zl,P2 E H[(k-2)/2j we get 
rk = V( ( I  - ~'2p2(S2))VHro -- z~pl (2:.2)VTTo). 
Let y := VHro, then VvN = y. Writing the condition rk = 0 row-wise we get 
/ '[(k-I)/2] . '~ /k(k-21/2J '~ 
Y¢+a7 bja~ / Yt=Yl ( l= l , . . . ,n ) ,  
\ i:0 / 
where a~, b: denote the coefficients ofp~ and P2, respectively. 
This leads to the equivalent linear system (shown for k even) 
114 
crny n 2- -  a nYn 
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. . .   *l-2y; 
k-2-- ~- ly ,  
"'" fin Yn 
ao 
bo 
ak/2-1 
_ bk/2- 
"yl 
. O 'n  
Let's look at the simplest case 27 = aI,. Then, in general, CSYM will not ter- 
minate in one step as one may expect, because the system ya0 = 1/ay is solv- 
able if and only if the vector y = Vnro is either real or pure imaginary• But 
of course CSYM stops after two steps. 
By generalizing these considerations we get a statement about convergence 
of CSYM in exact arithmetic. We are looking for the minimal number k for 
which polynomials p~ E/TL(k_~)/2 A,p2 C HL(~_2)/2 J exist such that 
(I - Z2p2(Z2))y - (Zp, (Z2))y = 0. 
Examining this equation component-wise, the following becomes obvious: 
• I fyt = eTy = 0 we have no conditions for pl,p2. 
• In the case of a simple singular value al we get a condition either for pl or for 
p2. 
• For a multiple singular value al . . . . .  at+m a necessary condition 
(1 -  4p2(a~))z - (a/pl(a~))~ = O, z := • ~ C m+l 
Yl :*m 
Occurs. We have two cases: I f  z, ~ are linearly independent, we get a condition 
for Pl and p2, otherwise a condition for either pl or p2. 
Proposition 4. In exact arithmetic, CSYM converges in at most 2M + N steps, 
where M is the number of multiple singular values and N the number of simple 
singular values of  A. 
Note that additional conditions for r0 may decrease the number of iterations. 
Finally we get an upper bound for the convergence rate which we derive 
from the well-known estimation 
itx* - xklIB \ T 1 " Itx* - x0HB 
for the CG algorithm applied to a Hermitian matrix B (where x* is the exact 
solution and [[Y[[B = ~ ) .  
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Proposition 5 
II rcsvM II <~ 2 x(A) ~ 1 • Ilroll 
where to(A) is the condition umber corresponding to I1"II = I1 I1=, 
ProoL Applying the CG method to the normal equation we get 
CGNR[[AtJA [Ir~GNRII ---- LIA(x* - xCG~R)I] = IIx* -- Xk 
<.2 -+1 "I[x*--Xo][A'A=Z{K(A)--l +-1 Itr011 
because K(AHA) = x(A) 2. Since 
IlrzCSVU]] ~< IIrCSVM][ = min ][ro -AAp2(AA)ro -p,(A-A)A~I[ 
Pl ,p2EHk-I 
~< min IIr0 - A-dp(A-d)roll = IIr~NRll 
PEI]k- 1 
the inequality holds true. [] 
This bound is quite unfavorable because x(A) instead of ~ and the 
power lk/2l instead of k occurs. But equality is in general not achieved since 
the polynomial pl was set to 0 for the derivation of this bound. Looking at 
the numerical examples in Section 4.2 one can see that in all these cases 
CGNR l[ rcsvMl[ < [Irtk/2 j [1 holds true. It can be shown, however, that the bound is 
sharp in the following sense: For any complex symmetric matrix and any k 
there exists an initial residual such t at in the kth step the norm of the residual 
FCGNR is equal to tk/2J • 
4. Comparison to other approaches 
There are (at least) three other appropriate methods for solving large sparse 
complex symmetric systems. We compare them with CSYM by some theoret- 
ical investigations. Numerical examples are displayed to illustrate the results 
and to show the typical numerical performance. 
4.1. Theoretical investigations 
Any linear system can be solved by the CG algorithm applied to the normal 
equations AHAx = Anb, where in every step the residual is minimized (CGNR 
method). For complex symmetric systems this results in 
r cGNR = (I-A-Ap(A-A))ro = V( I -  S2p(SZ))y 
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for a polynomial p E//k- 1 (where A = V2~ V a- is the Takagi SVD and y = VHro). 
We see that convergence depends on the squares of the singular values of A, 
corresponding to the spectrum O-(AA) = {o -2]o-singular value of A}. Thus we 
see that 
• CGNR does not use the complex symmetric structure. 
• The convergence depends on the squares of the singular values of A, often 
causing a rather slow convergence. 
• In exact arithmetic CGNR converges in at most M + N steps (M the number 
of multiple and N the number of simple singular values, see Proposition 4). 
Thus fewer steps than for CSYM are needed, because ach multiple singular 
value requires only one step of CGNR (but two steps of CSYM). 
• Every iteration step is twice as expensive in terms of computational work as 
in CSYM or QMR due to two matrix-vector products with A and A, respec- 
tively. 
An obvious way to solve complex linear systems is to rewrite them as real 
linear systems of twice the dimension and to apply some CG-like methods to 
the resulting systems. There are two possibilities: 
Ax=b e=~ ImA ReA Im = Im 
[ReA ImA I [ Rex ]= IRES]  
¢=~ ImA -ReA - Imx J  Im ' 
, ,  J 
Freund [4] examined the correspondence b tween Krylov subspace methods 
for the complex system and the two real systems and pointed out that he real 
systems hould not be used because A,,A** have quite unfavorable spectral 
properties. The kth iterate of a Krylov subspace method for A** can be written 
[4] as 
xk = Xo + R(-AA)Fo + S(AA)Aro, 
where R and S are real polynomials of degree L(k - 1)/2~ and L(k - 2)/2J, 
respectively. In view of Proposition 2 it seems now at first sight that CSYM 
is just a complex version of a Krylov subspace method for A**. Here we show 
that CSYM is not equivalent to either of these real methods. 
Proposition 6. The transformation (b: C" --~ R 2", O(x) := [Re x, Im x] T has the 
fo l lowing properties: 
• if) is a one-to-one-correspondence, 4)-l(yj ,Y2) = Yl + ty2. 
• d? is isometric." ]]¢(x)]] = I]x]]. 
• ~(~) = P4)(x) with 
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° 1 P= - I ,  
• 4~(x+y) = (~(x)+ 4,(y). 
[Rea l ,  - Im ~/, ] ~b(x) 
• qS(~) = Im ~I. Re 7J. 
• qS(Ax) = A,q~(x) = A**P~(x). 
fo r~EC.  
With ~b we can "translate" CSYM into methods for the two real linear sys- 
tems. It is sufficient to look at the corresponding residuals and to note that 
A,P = A**. It is not difficult to prove the following. 
Proposition 7. If 
C )÷ i  r~¼r0-AN __  b/(A~) j\ j=0 
then 
~b(rk)= I -  AmP) j+' (~(ro) 
j=0 / 
= 1-  Z)jA~, +~ 4,(to), 
j=O 
LIk-ll/2j ) 
cj(A-d) j A~ 
where 
[Redjln - ImdJ , ]  dj = I c~ for j even 
Dr 
[ Imdfl ,  Re dfln J ' ( bij_t)/2 for j odd. 
We see that CSYM is fundamentally different because the polynomials p~, P2 
in CSYM can have complex coefficients which leads to the strange polynomial 
with coefficients Dj E ~2,,2, in the representation of ~b(r~). Due to the doubled 
dimension and the unfavorable igenstructures of A,,A**: 
a(A,) = a(A) U ~r(A), a(A.,) = {±~ I cr singular value of A} 
(see [4]), CSYM is in general much more fficient than any Krylov subspace 
method for A, or A**. 
By the transformation ~b it is possible to translate CSYM into a real version 
applicable to matrices of the form 
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with B, C E ~"" symmetric but we recommend to go the other direction: apply 
CSYM on the complex symmetric matrix A = B + tC. 
The modified quasi-minimal residual method proposed by Freund [4] is 
based on the Lanczos recursion and creates a sequence of vectors p~,pz,... 
by a three term recurrence relation such that for all k= 1,2,. . .  and 
Pt = [Pl ,P2,. . .  ,Pk] we get 
APt = PkSk ~ T + Pt+ J ek, 
where Sk is a k × k complex symmetric tridiagonal matrix, et is the kth unit vec- 
tor of dimension k,/~+l E C", 
p[p j=O fo r j#k  and P[Pk=I  for allk, j. 
Note that for a vector p E C" the indefinite inner product pTp may be zero 
even if p # 0. Thus Pt does not have orthonormal columns, with respect o 
the standard scalar product. Moreover, in the three term recursion one has 
to divide by/Skv+l/~t+~. If this term is zero the recursion process breaks down. 
In [4] Freund suggests in the near serious-breakdown case, i.e., in situations in 
which/~kv+l/~t+l is very small, while 11/St+! ]] is not, to use look-ahead Lanczos steps. 
The approximations xt = Xo + Pkzt are constructed such that zt is the solu- 
tion of the minimization problem 
min o~,Hr0lle,- f2t+,~z 
z~C* 
with 
St Ct+l,t 
The weight-matrix 12k+l = d iag(@,. . . ,  oJk+l) is usually chosen by ~oy = ]]Py[I. 
Since span{p1,... ,pt} = Kt(A,  ro) QMR is a Krylov subspace method with re- 
siduals 
r~ MR = r0 - Ap(A) r0 ,  p ~ nt -~ 
but Ilr~ MR [[ is not minimal over the Krylov subspace. In comparison to CSYM 
we can say: 
• QMR exploits the special structure of A in the same way as CSYM, since due 
to the complex symmetry only one vector sequence in the Lanczos process is 
required. 
• Because the indefinite bilinear form (x ,y)  = yTx is used breakdowns are pos- 
sible when a division by ~T~ for an isotropic vector ~ occurs. 
• QMR is a Krylov subspace method, so the convergence depends on the Jor- 
dan structure of A. But every complex-valued matrix is similar to a complex 
symmetric one, i.e. spectrum and Jordan structure are not special at all. 
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• The number of iteration steps cannot be compared with that of CSYM in 
general, because convergence of the first method epends on the eigenvalues 
and convergence of the other on the singular values. 
• The work per iteration step is nearly identical. One matrix-vector multiplica- 
tion and the solution of a least-squares-problem by an updated QR-factor- 
ization is done in both algorithms. 
4.2. Numerical  examples 
Since the disadvantages of any CG-like method applied to A. or A** are ob- 
vious after the theoretical investigations, we restricted the numerical examples 
to the three methods CSYM, QMR, CGNR and chose five examples which 
shall give a good impression about performance of these methods. 
With each example we present a computed convergence urve of the number 
of matrix-vector products versus the relative residual norms 10 rk 11 / ]Jr0 I] in a log- 
arithmic scale (instead of the matrix-vector products one can look at the num- 
ber of iteration steps: for CSYM and QMR this is the same, CGNR needs two 
multiplications per step). The initial vector x0 and the right-hand side b are cho- 
sen, unless tated otherwise, as random complex vectors with independent or- 
mally distributed elements of zero mean and variance 1, the tolerance for 
termination is always 10 -6.  IIr0]l and the maximum number of iteration steps 
is chosen appropriately. 
All computations were done on a SPARC ULTRA 1 Sun workstation with 
MATLAB 5.1 [8]. 
Example 1. We start with an example given by Freund [4] which results from 
the discretization of the Helmholtz equation. The complex symmetric matrix 
A = A0 - 100h2I, + th2diag(dl,..., d ) 
is of dimension  = 961 with h = 1/(v/n + 1), dj E [0, 10] randomly chosen and 
A0 arising from the usual five-point discretization of the Laplace operator. Here 
x0 = 0 and b has components all equal to 1 ÷ t. We see in Fig. 1 that QMR con- 
verges very fast while CSYM and CGNR need more than 1050 and 2100 ma- 
trix-vector products, respectively. Note that there are imaginary numbers only 
on the main diagonal such that the matrix is nearly real symmetric. 
Example 2. Another example arising from the Helmholtz equation is the matrix 
Younglc from the Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix collection [2] which is of 
dimension = 841 (see Fig. 2). Again QMR is the fastest of the methods but 
not as fast as in Example 1. 
Example 3. In order to give an example with only one eigenvalue but extremely 
bad singular value distribution [9] we chose 
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Fig. 1. Example I.
Ak= 1 
A = diag(S- 1A]S,..., S-I A,/2S), 
where A is a block-diagonal complex symmetric matrix with a(A) = {1} and 
singular values 
a= ~2(k -1)  2 + 1 +2(k -1 )v / (k  - 1) 2 +1.  
The dimension is n = 100, for larger n the extremely bad singular value dis- 
tribution leads to a very slow convergence of CSYM and CGNR. Fig. 3 shows 
that, as expected, QMR converges in two steps, however CSYM and CGNR 
need more than 800 respectively 1800 matrix-vector multiplications. We h re 
clearly see the advantages of CSYM versus CGNR. 
Example 4. In order to demonstrate he dependence of CSYM-convergence on 
the multiple singular values we constructed a complex symmetric matrix of 
dimension n = 100 with double singular values. Since in exact arithmetic 
CSYM needs two iteration steps per singular value and CGNR only one but 
two matrix-vector products per iteration step the number of matrix-vector 
products is nearly the same for CSYM and CGNR (see Fig. 4). 
Example 5. The last example is a randomly chosen complex symmetric sparse 
matrix of dimension = 1000 with five nonzero sub- and super-diagonals (i.e., 
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Fig. 3. Example 3. 
bandwidth 11). The curves are typical for all examined random examples of 
large dimension (500~<n ~< 1000) and different bandwidth: QMR does not 
converge within 3000 iteration steps while CSYM and CGNR can handle these 
matrices (see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Example 5. 
To summarize the numerical examples we can say: 
There exist extreme xamples for which either QMR or CSYM and CGNR 
converge in one and in two steps, respectively, due to the eigenvalue or sin- 
gular value structure. 
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• For  general complex symmetric matrices CSYM and CGNR beat QMR by 
far, while for matrices belonging to the Helmholtz  equat ion QMR beats the 
other two. 
• CSYM performs always better than CGNR,  in part icular  considering the 
number of  matr ix -vector  products.  
Note that in compar ing the three methods for our examples we used no pre- 
condit ioning. In practice CG-l ike methods have to be used with precondit ion-  
ing, which usually speeds up convergence dramatical ly.  It remains an open 
question what the most efficient precondit ioner for a complex symmetric sys- 
tem would be. First empirical studies led to unexpected results and more inves- 
t igations are necessary. 
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